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Draft 0.2 

These are additional rules for A&A Air Force Miniatures. These rules try to use the original models, but also 

introduce for some scenarios new aircrafts.. 

Ground targets 

Ground targets represents radar installations, factories, oil depots, railway stations, trains, tanks and even 

ships. They can’t move, even if they are mobile targets like tanks, trucks or trains. 

Ground targets have a armor and vital armor value. Also, they have a hull value. Destroying a ground target 

by reducing its hull value to 0 giving Victory Points. The stats of the different ground targets are listed as a 

stat card (see below an example). You can use your A&A miniatures to represent ground targets. 

Ground attack can only be attacked, if a plane isn’t in any status (see Advanced Rules p. 26). 

Attack ground targets 

Aircraft can only attack ground targets during the Attack phase. Aircraft 

attacking ground targets instead of attacking other aircrafts. Ground targets 

can only be attacked, if a plane isn’t in any status (see Advanced Rules p. 26). 

There are three possible ways to attack ground targets. 

Attacking with guns 

To attack a ground target with guns, a aircraft is at altitude 1. Also, the 

ground target is in the fire arc of its guns and in range. Use the number of 

dices, depending of the range. Only 6s counts as success (if not otherwise 

stated). 6s counts as 2 success.  

Attacking with rockets 

Some aircrafts can use rockets. If so, they can make a ranged attack against a ground target from altitude 1 

which is in the fire arc and not more than 2 hexes away. Use the number of dices, depending of the range 

listed at the Rocket-SA of the aircraft. Only 5s and  6s counts as success. 6s counts as 2 success. 

Attacking with bombs 

Some aircrafts have a bomb value. If so, they could use their bomb value if they are in the same hex as the 

ground target  and at altitude 1. If so, they could role a number of dices against the ground target equal 

their bomb value. 5s and 6s count as success. 

 

Additional Difficult Maneuvers 

Dive Attack  

Make a Dive maneuver check against 13. 

Success: Move straight 1 hex, decrease altitude to 1. This aircraft can’t make any movement in this phase. 

Failure: Aircraft is immediately destroyed. 

Special: While performing a Dive Attack this aircraft can make a bomb attack against a ground target in the 

same hex in the following Attack phase. 4s, 5s and 6s counts as a success. 
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Additional Special Abilities for aircrafts 

Bomb X  Add Y Bomb counters to this unit. If this units attacks a ground target, roll X dices. Remove 

one Bomb counter. 

Rockets X  Add a Rocket counter to this unit. If this units attacks a ground target, roll X dices on range 

1 or Y dices on range 2. Remove one Rocket counter. 

Heavy Load While this unit have 1 or more Bomb (Rocket) counters, this unit receive -1 on all maneuver 

rolls and its Hi Speed is reduced by 1. 

AP Shell +X If this units attacks a Warships with bombs, add +X dices on your bomb role.  

Dive Break X This unit gets +X on Dive rolls if it’s make a Dive Attack. 

Twin Engine B. This unit moves always first. In addition, this unit is always the first unit who attack during 

the Air Attack phase. This unit can’t attack with its main attack values other aircrafts. 

 

Examples of ground attack planes 
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Special Abilities for ground targets 

Victory Points X  If this unit is destroyed, you receive X victory points. 

Large complex This target is a large complex of buildings. It’s impossible to destroy this target, but 

to hit important key elements. If this target is hit, score X victory points. 

Lethal to Bombs X If this unit is attacked by bombs, this units gains additional X points damage. 

 

 

Examples of ground targets 
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Ground Attack Scenario 1 (German Attack) 

Two Bf 110C-4/B are on their mission to destroy some factory halls. 

They are escorted by some fighters. But the Allies have luck: Their 

observers spotted the incoming intruders and some interceptors 

are on their way. 

Flights   

The Axis player starts with two Bf 110C-4/B Zerstörer (see 

Appendix) and fighters for 80 points. The Allied player starts with 

fighters for 150 points. 

Setup  

The Axis player sets up first in the red area. The starting hexes for 

the Bf 110s are fix. Both starts at altitude 3. The remaining planes 

starts in the red hexes, also at altitude 3. 

The Allied players sets up second in the blue area. All aircrafts starts at altitude 2. 

Winning the scenario 

If two ground targets are hit with bombs, the axis players wins. If one ground target is hit, it’s a tie. If both 

Zerstörer are destroyed,  the Allied player wins. 

 

 

 

 


